
                      

   

AutoX Event Rules 
1. All Participants are required to sign and complete  a) RELEASE AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY,  b) SELF TECH INSPECTION 

and REGISTRATION FORM 

2. Vehicle Requirements – All vehicles MUST be street legal vehicles running on pump gas, with a valid registration, and 

proof of insurance to qualify for the event.  Bolt on aftermarket parts are allowed and encouraged, however chassis, 

body swaps, and aero packages will be reviewed by the event staff.  See #11 

3. Tire Rules – All participants will be limited to (1) set of tires for the event.  Classes must use commercially available, DOT 

approved, noncompetition, treaded (non-grooved) street tires (no competition radials, no R compound, drag radials or 

shaved tread) with a treadware rating of 200 or higher. Tires must have a minimum of 2/32” tread depth at the start of 

the event and must not show excessive wear or abuse.  In the event of tire damage, The RacingByrds will address each 

issue with the interest of safety in mind. 

4. A two-second penalty will be imposed for knocking a pylon over or out of its outline box. If the pylon is left standing and 

touching any part of its outlined box, it is not a penalty. Pointer or “laid down” cones are considered part of the track 

and will also incur a two-second penalty. 

5. A DNF penalty will be imposed for not coming to a complete stop after crossing the finish line. Stop pylons will be 

designated at a generous distance beyond the finish line. Crossing or contact with the stop pylons or any cones after the 

finish line is considered a violation and will result in a DNF penalty for that run. 

6. Any vehicle that is driving in an unsafe manner, spins, loops or leaves the autocross course (2 or more wheels off) for 

any reason will be black flagged and required to report directly to the Timing Tent as soon as safely possible.  The run 

will receive a DNF penalty. Multiple black flags issued to a participant will result in immediate dismissal from the 

event.  Participants that drive unsafely or exhibit unsafe behavior during any segment of the event will be 

immediately disqualified and removed from the event. 

7. A participant's official score for the event will be the Fastest timed lap each element.  Autocross averages will be 

determined based on every lap ran. ***see event description for a points breakdown*** 

8. Seatbelts or safety harnesses must be installed correctly and worn properly during all segments of the event. 

9. No open toe shoes or sandals/flip flops allowed. 

10. Helmets are Required for all Drivers and any passengers during the event.  Helmets must have a SNELL rating SN2010 or 

newer. 

11. The RacingByrds reserve the right to determine class eligibility of all participants in the event as well as all matters 

pertaining to the event. 

 

Thank You for being a part of such an incredible event and we look forward to providing you an amazing 

experience that we hope you will enjoy and remember! 


